PAGE 1 estimate for a DIY 10X10 foot barge - Lumber and decking
not included

Guessttimates
Hi quality pressurized lumber and deck screws etc another $500?
Composite decking is around $50-60 per 20 ft board so maybe $500?
Molded grating is around $400 or a 4X4 section …not counting
fastenings….
Misc. - dock cleats, mooring lines, short ramp etc.
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The lowest float
available for a DIY barge
is 8” - too high for a
rowing shell to clear, so
they needed to weigh it
down with sandbags.

A rowing shell requires
6” max dock freeboard
and about 10 feet of
dock clearance for oars

PAGE 3 Dock in this picture would sit about 15-16 inches oﬀ the
water (8” float + 4x6” stringers + 2x4” decking) That’s way too high

POULSBO DOCK (BELOW) They used 2X4 for joists (????) and an 8" float. If
they wanted the dock to float lower in the water they were instructed to place sand
bags on tome of the floats but under the deck boards (to hide them), with adding
the extra weight would make it float lower. That is really the only way to get them
to sit lower in the water the 8" float is the most shallow float they have, which
means that even if the float is submerged half way and you use a 2X4 (smallest
size lumber) you are still going to have it float 8 1/2" to 9" out of the water. IF you
are willing to add the sandbags it will help it sit lower in the water.
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I drew up an example of how a 2x4 dock stringers would look with a
2x6 frame using the 24x48x8” floats (yellow), making the decking
flush with the frame and leaving space for concrete blocks on top of
floats for weights. I can’t attest that this is a good structural design
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Estimate for EZ DOCK low profile barge
The LowPro is 8” (with 6” freeboard) The others are 10” (with 8”
freeboard which is still lower than the DIY model)

< 1,457.08
(doesn’t include
shipping)

I had gotten a quote of around $2000
- 2500 for a 6.5 x 10’ section including
hardware, but that was if we wanted to
affix it to the dock, which we don’t - it
will be moored, not attached.. so just
need dock cleats
LOW PROFILE DOCK FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

• Incredible stability
• Engineered for multiple applications: rowing, swimming,
boating, fishing
• Modular design for easy installation
• Highest quality material for long life and low maintenance
• Able to attach to standard EZ Dock system or traditional
docks
• Meets FISA and US Rowing standards
• High live load capacity allows for multiple launches on both
sides
• Maintenance free
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While a 10X10 dock would be ideal, it might be
possible to get away with a 6.5 x 10 Low profile dock if
the inboard oar was kept a little less than
perpendicular to the boat.
The benefit of the EZ dock is the possibility of adding
configurations in the future as needed -especially in
our weird space.

